WHAT MAKES THE SMA
POWER+ SOLUTION RIGHT FOR YOU?

SMA Power+ Solution

THE SOLAR DECISION MADE SIMPLE WITH POWER+
SIMPLY
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Selecting the MORE
right solar technology
feel overwhelming, but it doesn’t have to be. Here are five
Smart
optimization
toSolution
the SMA
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SOLUTION
simple reasons
the SMAthanks
Power+
is the
superior choice
for your solar investment.

For the ﬁrst time, you can now in- With the intelligent module technol- Pay only for what you really need
crease your PV system’s performance ogy from SMA, you can equip only and watch your PV system’s energy
by optimizing individual modules. the modules on your roof that are af- yields soar.
Energy yield losses caused by, for ex- fected by yield losses with additional
ample, inconvenient shading or com- functions. This helps you avoid incurplex roof structures are now a thing ring additional costs associated with
1. Proven Experience
2. Reliability
3. More Power
of
past.
complex
for each
module. In head-to-head testing, SMA’s Power+ SoluThethe
solar
inverter market is full of new
The
Power+ equipment
Solution provides
more power
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entrants and start-ups, and many companies’ with fewer components. Module-level techtion produced more power than the competiclaims are based on theoretical perfornologies must endure harsh rooftop environtion. Power+ optimizers can be used to inmance. SMA is the only solar inverter manuments. SMA’s Power+ Solution safeguards
crease array power under shaded conditions
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facturer with devices in operation exceeding
the most sensitive electronics with OptiCool® or to take advantage of otherwise unusable
the length of a standard warranty. Despite
active temperature management inside the in- roof space. This additional power translates
offering long-term guarantees, other brands
verter, which is usually located in a protected to greater savings on power bills!
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simply haven’t been around
long enough to
area. The module-based DC technology also
support their claims. This experience means
uses half the components of other brands,
that SMA solutions are engineered for high
meaning there are far fewer parts that can
performance and reliability, and are based
fail during operation. This makes the SMA
on field-proven results.
solution safer and more reliable to power
your home.

INTELLIGENT MONITORING IS INCLUDED
Keep constant track of your modules and PV system

Fitted to individual modules, TS4-R turbances caused by, for example,
components increase the output of dirt on the modules can be rectiﬁed
the entire PV system thanks to their quickly and systematically.
optimization function.
The monitoring function allows the SMA inverters such as Sunny Boy
entire PV system to be monitored 3.0–5.0 are a perfect match for this
4. Free, Panel-Level Monitoring
5. Future-Proof
purpose.
They convert
at the module
level.total
Assecurity
a result,
Homeowners
can enjoy
with dis- The
Power+ Solution
is one partthe
of anroof-genenergy
free, module-level monitoring via Sunny
Portal – the world’s largest PV monitoring
platform, which is easy to use and mobilefriendly. Even small discrepancies in power
production can be seen and quickly rectified.
This means that system owners will save
more each month, and ensures the highest
return-on-investment possible.

ecosystem. SMA has more than 20 years
of experience in designing storage-based
systems, and has partnerships with leading home energy management and battery
providers including Mercedes Benz, Tesla
Energy, and LG Chem. As budget allows and
more solutions become available, a homeowner can leverage SMA technology for a
truly integrated smart home of the future.

erated direct current to alternating
current suitable for use in the grid.
The Sunny Boy 3.0–5.0 is the ideal
inverter for any PV system on complex roof structures, and it provides
the ideal basis for a reliable electricity supply with maximum energy
yields.
With the SMA monitoring solutions
Sunny Portal and Sunny Places,
you can keep constant track of all
important system data via a tablet or
smart phone.
Your solar power professional is happy to advise you.

THE POWER+ SYSTEM OVERVIEW

Each component in the SMA Power+ Solution works together to turn your home into a savings generator.

PV inverter
The inverter is the brains of your solar
power system. It converts the DC electricity generated by your panels into usable
AC power. It also regulates power
production and interacts with the grid to
keep your system safe and compliant.

Monitoring
Module-level monitoring is available
through the Sunny Portal. It ensures
there’s always a watchful eye safeguarding your investment.
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Smart Module Technology
Module-based technology boosts performance, especially when shade is present,
and enhances safety.

